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1 of 1 review helpful Very Comprehensive By Ansen Plopbundle People of the Earth is a likely a textbook for an 
introductory anthropology course just a shot in the dark So it rsquo s updated every few years and from what I can tell 
about the newest version that came out this year this is still the newest edition that is actually in a binded format The 
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newest version is apparently loose leaf paper and over 100 This internationally renowned text provides the only truly 
global nbsp account of human prehistory from the earliest times through the earliest civilizations nbsp nbsp Written 
nbsp in an accessible way People of the Earth shows how today s diverse humanity developed biologically and 
culturally over millions of years against a background of constant climatic change About the Author Brian Fagan is 
one of the leading archaeological writers in the world and an internationally recognized authority on world prehistory 
He studied archaeology and anthropology at Pembroke College Cambridge Universi 
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